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Abstract. With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT), de-
signing a secure two-facor authentication scheme for these network is
increasingly demanding. Recently, historical bigdata has gained interest
as a novel authentication factor in this area. In this paper, we focus on a
recent authentication scheme using bigdata (Liu et al.’s scheme) which
claims to provide additional security properties such as Perfect Forward
Secrecy (PFS), Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) resilience and
Server Compromise Impersonation (SCI) resilience. However, assuming
a real strong attacker, rather than a weak one. we show that their scheme
not only fails to provide KCI and SCI, but also doesn’t provide real two-
factor security, revocability and suffers inside attack. Then we propose
our novel scheme which can indeed provide two-factor security, PFS ,
KCI and inside attack resilience and revocability of the client. Further,
our performance analysis shows that our scheme has reduced modular
exponentiation operation and multiplication for both client and server
compared to Liu et al.’s scheme which reduces the execution time by one
third i.e. 6 ms and 30 ms (0.3 ms and 4 ms) for IoT device (server) for
security levels of λ = 128, λ = 256 respectively.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT) · historical bigdata · Key Compro-
mise Impersonation (KCI) resilience · Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) ·
Inside attack · revocability

1 Introduction1

Internet of Things (IoT) has enabled a wide range of objects in our world to ac-2

cess network connectivity, send and receive data. These IoT devices have limited3

power, storage, and processing capabilities. In addition, they are often deployed4

in public and hostile environment, which expose them to a wide range of attacks5

such as physical and cloning attacks. To provide security in these networks,6

cryptographic solutions are among the key technologies, which can guarantee7

authentication and key agreement between IoT devices and the server.8

To this end, single factor authentication schemes such as password-based or9

secret-key based schemes, in which a shared secret is the only authentication10

factor, are no longer sufficient for addressing the security requirements. Given11
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the advances made in physical or side-channel attacks, the adversary can obtain12

IoT device’s secret, and thus compromise the entire system.13

Two factor authentication schemes have been proposed to resolve these threats14

and add an extra defense layer in order to provide a more resilient way of au-15

thenticating IoT devices.16

Recently, big data generated by IoT devices at a great velocity has been17

adopted as an authentication factor by researchers [1,2]. In this paper, we focus18

on Liu’s scheme [2] which claims to provide various security goals such as Key19

Compromise Impersonation (KCI) resilience , Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS),20

Server Compromise Impersonation (SCI) resilience in addition to standard goals.21

Assuming a real attacker who can obtain one security factor, we show that their22

scheme fails to provide real two-factor security. Further, the adversary can mount23

KCI , SCI attack and inside attack.24

1.1 Related works25

So far, the existing two-factor authentication schemes have used either the fol-26

lowing factors or a combination of them:27

1. What you know (password): Password is the most conventional method of28

providing security and authentication. However, it is prone to many attacks29

such as loss of password, eavesdropping,password guessing attacks , forget-30

ting passwords, etc [3].31

2. What you are (biometric): In this method, user’s identity is recognized using32

their fingerprint, facial features, hand shape, iris structure, voice etc [4,5].33

The main challenge to widespread implementation of this method is its cost.34

Also, they are unrecoverable once compromised. For instance, at GeekPwn35

2019 conference in Shanghai, it was shown how to create and use a pho-36

tograph of a user’s fingerprint to unlock their smartphone in less than 2037

minutes[6].38

3. What you have (smart card, PUF): Given the challenges of the above fac-39

tors, researchers adopted additional factors to enhance security. For instance,40

Jiang et al. [7] offered a novel user authentication protocol.However, Wen et41

al. [8] showed that his scheme suffers spoofing and replay attacks. Then he42

proposed an improved scheme which resists against such attacks. Later, Gope43

and Hwang [9] illustrated serious flaws of Wen et al.’s scheme, including of-44

fline password guessing attack and user forgery attack. Although these works45

are among lightweight and symmetric schemes, in all these schemes the key46

information need to be stored in the smart card, which costs a large memory47

overhead. PUF-based authentication schemes provide a novel solution with48

much less memory and performance overhead. In PUF-based schemes, the49

challenge-response pairs aren’t stored directly. Aman et al. [10] designed a50

PUF-based authentication scheme to encrypt the data using the response of51

the PUF. Similarly, Chatterjee et al. [11] proposed a PUF-based scheme to52

construct the session key using the response of the PUF. However, these two53

PUF-based protocols fail to provide anonymity. This issue was resolved in54
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Feikken et al. [12] and Gope and Sikdar [13] schemes wherein the identity55

of the user is no longer transmitted in plaintext, rather a pseudo-identity is56

transferred along with the challenge-response pair. Although anonymity is57

resolved in this scheme, desynchronization attacks is still a problem. This58

issue is resolved in by Jiang et al. ‘s scheme [14] with the expense of an59

increased overhead due to the usage of asymmetric cryptography. Besides60

security, another shortage of existing PUF-based scheme is the ignorance61

of noisy factors in PUFs. Some schemes [15] introduced fuzzy extractors or62

reverse fuzzy extractors to address this noise issue.63

4. Fourth factor: Given the special hardware requirement of the PUF or smart64

card based methods, and also in settings without human involvement, a65

fourth factor is needed as a general-purpose method. ”Whom you know”66

[16] and ”where you are” [17] methods have been suggested to fill this gap.67

In a parallel effort, historical big-data stored in the server over such a long68

time, has been suggested as a new factor (”what have been discussed”) .69

This method was pioneered by Chan et al. [1] who proposed a novel bigdata-70

based unilateral two-factor authentication scheme. The two factors include71

the shared long-term key and all available historical data and their corre-72

sponding tags, which are stored as data-tag tuples. They proved the security73

of their scheme in a bounded retrieval model where the adversary can only74

have access to part of the data-tag tuples. Following the same method, Liu et75

al. [2] introduced an enhanced authentication scheme which achieves more76

security properties including mutual authentication, forward secrecy, key77

compromise impersonation resilience and server compromise impersonation78

resilience.79

1.2 Our contribution80

In this paper, we first put in question the main security assumption of the recent81

bigdata-based schemes(Chan et al. [1] and Liu et al. [2]). They proved the secu-82

rity of their scheme assuming a weak type of adversary called bounded retrieval83

model who can only access a small fraction of the data-tag tuples (di, ti) stored84

in the server, after compromising the server. This type of respectful adversary is85

a weak assumption and doesn’t exist in reality. Once the server is compromised,86

the attacker doesn’t differentiate between different items and steals the whole87

parameters and data-base. Then we focus on Liu et al.’s scheme and show that88

it can’t achieve its claimed security properties (including two-factor authenti-89

cation, tag secrecy and KCI and SCI1 resilience) in a real attacker setting. In90

addition, in real IoT scenarios, the server is usually in contact with different91

clients with different identities. However, in Liu et al.’s scheme, the client is92

anonymous which makes their scheme non-revocable and also prone to inside93

attack.94

1 This attack isn’t a standard attack against security of authentication protocols.
Under a real attacker assumption, if the server is compromised, the attacker can
obviously impersonate it. Hence, we neglect considering this attack in our analysis.
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Secondly, we propose our improved big data-based scheme which satisfies truly95

two factor authentication under a real and strong attacker model. In addition,96

it achieves mutual authentication, perfect forward secrecy, key compromise im-97

personation resilience, resistance to inside attack, revocablity and unlinkability98

of the client. Thirdly, we prove the achievement of the mentioned security prop-99

erties of our proposed scheme informally and formally using Real-Or-Random100

(ROR) model and Bellare and Rogaway model. Finally, we use Raspberry Pi 3101

Model B+ as the IoT device and a PC as the server to implement our proposed102

scheme and compare its performance with previous schemes. The results indicate103

that the time complexity of our scheme is reduced by one third compared to Liu104

et al.105

Fig. 1: Types of authentication factors

2 Preliminaries106

For the integrity of the paper, we present the relevant preliminaries , threat107

model and security requirements of authentication protocols. In addition, a sum-108

mary of notations is shown in Table 1.109

2.1 Signer Efficient Multiple-time Elliptic Curve Signature110

(SEMECS)111

Digital signatures are basic primitives which provide message authentication and112

non-reputation in security networks. However, typical digital signature schemes113

can not be directly used in IoT resource-constrained devices due to large private114

key and signature sizes.. Recently, researchers tried to design ultra-lightweight115

signature scheme for resource-constrained devices. In this paper, we use Yavuz116

et al.’s scheme [18] (Signer Efficient Multiple-time Elliptic Curve Signature (SE-117

MECS)) as state of the art ultra lightweight signature scheme. This scheme falls118
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Table 1: Notations used through the paper.
Notation Description Notation Description

s Server sski Secret signing key of party i

c Client spki Public signing key of party i

D Server’s data items mk shared secret key

IDc Identity of client c SK shared session key

TIDc Pseudo-Identity of client c H0(.), H1(.), H(.) Distinctive Hash functions
{0, 1}∗ → Zq

Ii Subset of data-items
indices chosen by i

ri i-th random number

⊕ Bitwise Xor operation || String concatenation operation

L Size of the server’s big data z Size of the sub-set Ii

into the category of k-time signature schemes wherein after K signatures, the119

signing key pair must be re-generated. Algorithm 1 describes the key generation,120

signature and verification of SEMECS:121

122

Algorithm 1: Signer Efficient Multiple-time Elliptic Curve Signature (SE-123

MECS) Scheme124
125

(sk0, PK) ← SEMECS.Kg (1K ,K)126

1. Generate large primes q and p > q such that q|(p− 1)127

2. Select a generator α of the subgroup G of order q in Z∗
p128

3. Set a private/public key pair (y ← Z∗
q , Y = αy mod p) and system parameter129

I ← (q, p, α) as the output.130

4. for j=0,...,K-1 do:131

5. rj ← H0(y||j) , Rj ← αrj mod p , zj ← H1(y||j)132

γj ← zj ⊕H0(Rj) , βj ← H1(Rj)133

6. Return sk0 ← y and PK = (Y, α, , ((γ0, β0), ..., (γK−1, βK−1)),K)134

σ ← SEMECS.Sig(skj = (y, j),Mj)135

1. if |Mj | < |q| then set (M̄j = Mj , M̂j = 0)136

else split Mj into two as (M̄j ||M̂j ) such that M̄j = |q|.137

2. rj ← H0(y||j), zj ← H1(y||j), cj ← M̄j ⊕ zj138

3. ej ← H0(cj ||M̄j) sj ← rj − ej .y mod q139

4. if j > K − 1 then return ⊥140

5. else return αj ← (sj , cj) The value of αj , M̂j is given to the receiver.141
142

b← SEMECS.V er(PK, M̂j , αj) If |cj | > |q| or |j| ≥ |q| , return 0. Otherwise:143

144

1. R
′

j ← Y H0(cj ||M̂j).αsjmodp.145

2. If βj ̸= H1(R
′

j) then return b = 0.146

3. else return b = 1 and recover Mj as follows:147
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4. M̄j ← γj ⊕H0(R
′

j)⊕ cj148

5. If M̂j = 0 then set Mj = M̄j .149

The security of the SEMECS scheme is based on the DLP problem:150

Definition 1: Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). Let p be a prime value151

and a, b be non-zero integers (mod p). The problem of finding x such that ax = b152

(mod p) within polynomial time is a hard task.153

2.2 Threat model & security factors154

Previous big-data based schemes ( Chan et al. & Liu et al. ) assumed a bounded155

retrieval model wherein the attacker could only access a small portion of the156

data items stored in the server’s database after compromising the server. In this157

paper, we adopt a stronger adversary who can obtain the whole data items after158

compromising the server. In addition, we assume the following capabilities for159

the adversary.160

1. The adversary A can obtain the whole secrets stored in the IoT device using161

side-channel techniques.162

2. A can block, intercept, modify, delete, and resend any message transmitted163

through the public channel.164

3. A can only obtain one of the two security factors, but not both of them165

simultaneously. The main two security factors used in our scheme include166

the long-term secrets of the server and client respectively.167

4. In case of carrying out perfect forward secrecy attack, we assume that A can168

obtain the long-term secrets of both the client and server.169

In addition, we use the following factors as the security basis of our proposed170

scheme:171

1. The secrets stored in the server side i.e. Ss = {mk, ssks,D}172

2. The secrets stored in the client side i.e. Sc = {mk, sskc}173

2.3 Security Requirements in IoT authentication schemes174

1. Mutual authentication: The communicating parties should authenticate175

and verify each other’s legitimacy before exchanging secret messages. This is176

the most basic requirement which prevents adversaries from impersonating177

legitimate parties.178

2. Key Agreement with Secrecy: As IoT networks are deployed in various179

applications including healthcare, industry and military purposes, sensitive180

data such as user’s identities, secrets keys and confidential commands need181

to be private and shared only between legitimate parties. Therefore, after182

completing the authentication, the communicating parties should establish183

a shared session key to safeguard their secret information from adversary.184
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3. Two-factor security: In order to increase the security level of authenti-185

cation schemes, two-factor security requires that even if one of the security186

factors is leaked, security properties shouldn’t be violated.187

4. Revocability: According to this requirement, if one of the devices is lost188

or stolen, the server should be able to revoke its legitimacy without a great189

change for the whole network.190

5. Anonymity and unlinkability: In most scenarios, not only the real iden-191

tity of the device should be hidden (anonymity), but also the adversary192

should not be able to find any link or relation between the pseudo-identity193

of the suspected device in different sessions. Otherwise, the suspected device194

can be easily traced. This requirement is known as unlinkability.195

6. (Perfect) forward secrecy: Forward secrecy is a well-known requirement196

in authentication protocol which ensures that if long-term parameters of one197

party (such as long-terms keys, the values stored in devices, etc.) is revealed198

in one session, the session keys of previous sessions shouldn’t be disclosed to199

adversary.200

Perfect forward secrecy also requires the secrecy of previous session keys201

assuming the disclosure of both parties long-term parameters. This property202

can be achieved easily by using public-key operations such as diff-hellman.203

However using public-key operations in tiny IoT devices is not feasible due204

to its high computation overhead.205

7. Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) resilience: KCI resilience re-206

quires that the compromise of one party shouldn’t let the attacker imperson-207

ate other entities to that party. In another word, a key agreement protocol is208

KCI-resilient if compromise of the long-term parameters of a specific princi-209

pal does not give any chance to the attacker to construct a session key with210

that principal through impersonation as a different principal.211

8. Resistance to privileged inside attack: In IoT networks, the server is212

usually in contact with billions of tiny IoT devices, wherein the chance of213

their compromise is quite high. According to this requirement, not a single214

hostile device should be able to impersonate other devices.215

9. Resistance to well-known attacks: Every security protocol in IoT net-216

work should resist against well-known attacks such as Man-In-The-Middle217

(MITM), replay , DoS , etc. These attacks target the basic requirements of218

authentication protocols.219

3 Review of Liu et al.’s authentication scheme220

3.1 Initialization phase221

In this phase, the security parameter λ e.g. (λ = 128 or λ = 256) is chosen by222

the server s. Also the public parameters are initialized as follows: a group G of223

prime order q, a generator of g of G, a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}∗224

→Zq and two Pseudo-Random Functions (PRFs) F : {0, 1}λ×{0, 1}λ → Zq, E :225

{0, 1}λ×{0, 1}λ →{0, 1}λ. In addition, the server s produces the public/private226
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key pair (pk = gsk, sk) wherein sk ∈ Zq. It also generates sk1 = {mk} where227

mk ∈ {0, 1}λ as a long-term shared key between the IoT device and the server228

and sk2 = {K,K
′} for tag generation and data processing where K ∈ Zq and229

K
′ ∈ {0, 1}λ. The server holds a dataset D with L data items di(0 ≤ di ≤ L). A230

tag ti = K.H(di) +FK′ (i) is generated for each data item di by the server. The231

dataset D∗ is defined as a container for all data item and tag tuples (di, ti) .232

The index parameter z is also chosen by the server.233

Fig. 2: Liu’s authentication phase
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3.2 Authentication phase234

The authentication procedure between the IoT device c and the server s is235

summarized as follows:236

1. The IoT device c chooses random number r1 ∈ Z∗
q to compute a = pkr1237

and g
′
= gr1 . Then it chooses r2 ∈ {0, 1}λ and a random subset Ic of238

z distinct indices for the tuples in D∗. Then it sends g
′
, r2, Ic and M1 =239

H(mk||a||g′ ||r2||Ic) to the server s.240

2. After receiving the above message, the server s calculates a∗ = (g
′
)sk and241

checks if the relation M1 = H(mk||a∗||g′ ||r2||Ic) holds or not. If it holds,242

the server s chooses a subset Is of z distinct indices disjoint from Ic(Is ∩243

Ic = ∅). Then the values of r
′

2 = Emk(r2), X = K.
∑i

i∈I(H(di).Fr
′
2
(i)) and244

Y =
∑i

i∈I(ti.Fr
′
2
(i)) are computed where I = Ic

⋃
Is . Here, the values of245

X,Y are computed in the finite field Zq. In addition, it chooses the random246

value r3 to compute b = pkr3 , dh = a∗r3 . Finally, the values of b, Is, X247

and M2 = H(a∗||b||dh||Is||X||Y || 1○) are sent to the IoT device c. Here, 1○248

represents the messages transmitted in the first round, i.e g
′
, r2, Ic,M1.249

3. After the IoT device c receives the message, it computes r
′

2 = Emk(r2)250

and kI =
∑i

i∈I(FK′ (i).Fr
′
2
(i)) , where I = Ic

⋃
Is. Next, it computes Y =251

X+kI and dh∗ = br1 verifies if M2 = H(a||b||dh∗||Is||X||Y || 1○) holds. If this252

relation holds, it computes M3 = H(a||b||dh∗||I||Y || 1○|| 2○) and transmits it253

to the server s. Finally, the IoT device c calculates the session key and session254

identifier as SKc = H(mk||a||b||dh∗||Y ) and SIDc = H( 1○|| 2○) respectively.255

4. Upon receiving the message, the server s checks if the relation256

M3 = H(a∗||b||dh||I||Y || 1○|| 2○) holds or not. If it holds, its session key and257

session identifier are calculated as SKs = H(mk||a∗||b||dh||Y ) and SIDs =258

H( 1○|| 2○) respectively.259

Figure 2 represents a schematic of Liu et al.’s authentication phase.260

3.3 On the Flaws of Liu et al.’s authentication scheme261

Not truly two factor security Two-factor security requires that the security262

properties shouldn’t be violated in case of compromising one factor. In the Liu263

et al.’s scheme, the two security factors are:264

– The long-term private key mk shared between the client and the server.265

– The server’s datasets which contains a large number of data items denoted266

as di along with their corresponding tags ti which are stored as tuples (di, ti)267

in the server’s database , D∗.268

Liu et al. clearly claim that the adversary can’t forge the tags after compromising269

the server. However, they assume a weak model of adversary called bounded270

retrieval model who can only obtain a small fraction of the data and tag tuples271

(di, ti), when it compromises the server. In this paper, we focus on a stronger272
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type of adversary, who not only steals the whole datasets, but also obtains the273

other factor i.e. the long-term shared private key mk, after compromising the274

server . In other words, the security of the Liu et al.’s scheme is based on a single275

factor i.e. Ss = {mk, sk,K,D∗ = (di, ti)}. In this strong model, other security276

requirements such as KCI no longer holds.277

Being prone to KCI attack According to the KCI definition [19], even if278

the long-term secrets of one party are revealed, the attacker shouldn’t have any279

chance to impersonate other parties to the corrupted one. Despite Liu et al.’s280

claim, their scheme can’t be KCI resilient. Once the server s is corrupted, the281

attacker can impersonate the client c. To this end, the attacker who is given282

long-term parameters of the server, Ss = {mk, sk,K,D∗ = (di, ti)}, chooses a283

random number r1 ∈ Z∗
q to compute a = pkr1 and g

′
= gr1 . Then it chooses284

r2 ∈ {0, 1}λ and a random subset Ic of z distinct indices for the tuples in D∗.285

Then it sends g
′
, r2, Ic andM1 = H(mk||a||g′ ||r2||Ic) to the server s. After receiv-286

ing the server’s response, i.e b, Is, X,M2, it computes r
′

2 = Emk(r2), dh
∗ = br1 In287

addition, using server’s long-term parameters, it computes Y =
∑i

i∈I(ti.Fr
′
2
(i))288

. Then, it computes M3 = H(a||b||dh∗||I||Y || 1○|| 2○) and transmits it to the289

server s. Finally, it calculates the session key and session identifier as SKc =290

H(mk||a||b||dh∗||Y ) and SIDc = H( 1○|| 2○) respectively and makes further con-291

nection with the server using this session key. After receiving the attacker’s292

message, the server s accepts the attacker as a legitimate client c as the relation293

M3 = H(a∗||b||dh||I||Y || 1○|| 2○) holds.294

Inefficient data items authentication In order to authenticate data items295

di(0 ≤ i ≤ L) for the IoT device in both Chan et al. and Liu et al.’s scheme,296

each data item (di) has a corresponding tag (ti). The server computes the value297

of Y =
∑i

i∈I(ti.Fr
′
2
(i)) and sends the sum of data items (X) to the IoT device298

along with the hash value of (X,Y ) in message M2. The IoT device needs to299

construct the key kI =
∑i

i∈I(FK′ (i).Fr
′
2
(i)) corresponding to each data item300

index and compute the value of Y = X + kI by himself and make sure if the301

server owns Y by checking the relation M2 =?H(..||X||Y ||..). However, there302

is no clear logic behind using tag items (ti) and exploiting this complicated303

authentication method. There are simpler methods to authenticate the data304

items di(0 ≤ i ≤ L). For instance, a simple MAC can resolve the issue. In305

the next section, we propose our enhanced scheme which uses a more efficient306

method to realize dataset authentication for the IoT device.307

Extensive modular exponentiation Modular exponentiation is an expensive308

discrete-logarithm operation which is so time-consuming for resource-constrained309

users to perform locally. Some researchers have adopted cloud computing to se-310

curely outsource modular exponentiation to cloud servers to reduce computation311

overhead. Liu’s scheme employs 6 modular exponentiation (3 operations by the312

client and 3 operations by the server) to achieve its desired security goals. Liu et313
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al. have been aware of the large computational overhead of their scheme. They314

suggested an enhanced version of their basic scheme which employs 4 modular315

exponentiation (1 operation by the client and 3 operations by the server) and316

compute the values of u, gu in advance and store them in the client database.317

This solution is also unrealistic due to the memory limitation of the client’s de-318

vice. In addition, they truly claim that their enhanced scheme cannot achieve319

prefect forward secrecy.320

Anonymous client authentication and non-revocability In the IoT env-321

iorments, the server is usually in contact with so many different clients. In the322

authentication phase of Liu et al. ’s scheme, it’s not clear how the server recog-323

nizes which client is his partner. Therefore, in case of the loss or stealing of one324

device, no revocation mechanism is designed to address this issue.325

Privileged inside attack All the clients share the same keys K
′
,mk with the326

server. In addition, the server also holds the same data items and tags (di, ti)327

for the whole clients. Therefore, a hostile client can impersonate the rest of the328

clients.329

4 Our Proposed Scheme330

4.1 Initialization phase331

When a client c with identity IDc wants to register to the server s, it first332

generates its signing secret/public key sskc/spkc with a specific K 2 using al-333

gorithm 1 Semecs.Kg and submits IDc/spkc,K to the server through a secure334

channel. Here λ = 128 or λ = 256. The server chooses the prime value q and335

initializes the hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and chooses mk ∈ {0, 1}λ as336

an initial shared key between the IoT device and the server. Then it generates337

its signing secret/public key ssks/spks using algorithm 1 Semecs.Kg. In addi-338

tion, the server chooses a random pseudo-identity TIDc ∈ Z∗
q for the client and339

stores the client’s real and pseudo-identity (IDc, T IDc) along with its public340

key spkc,K and shared key mk in its own database. In addition, it initializes341

a session counter ctn = 0 for each client. L data items di(0 ≤ i ≤ L) are also342

stored in the server’s database as the second security factor. Finally, it delivers343

TIDi,mk and Ω = {q, spks, L,H, z} to the client in a secure manner. The client344

also initializes a session counter ctn = 0. The long-term secrets of the server and345

the client are represented as Ss = {(IDc, T IDc),mk, ssks,D = di(0 ≤ i ≤ L)}346

and Sc = {mk, sskc, T IDc} respectively.347

2 The value K represents how many sessions are required to change the signing keys
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Fig. 3: Liu’s registration phase

4.2 Authentication phase348

1. At first, the IoT device c checks its session counter to see if ctn ≤ K.349

Otherwise, it warns the client to register again. Then it sends its pseudo-350

identity TIDc to the server s.351

2. After receiving the client’s pseudo-identity, the server searches for the TIDc’s352

corresponding record in its database. If the corresponding session counter353

ctn ≤ K, it chooses a random subset Is of z distinct indices of the records354

in D and responds Is to the client.355

3. The IoT device c chooses a random number r1 ∈ {0, 1}λ and computes356

R1 = mk ⊕ r1. Then it chooses a subset Ic of z distinct indices of the357

records in D disjoint from Is ( Is ∩ Ic = ∅). Then it sends R1, Ic and M1 =358

H(mk||r1||Ic||Is||TIDc) to the server s.359

4. After receiving the above message, the server s calculates r∗1 = mk⊕R1, I =360

Ic
⋃
Is and checks the equality M1 = H(mk||r∗1 ||Ic||Is||TIDc) . If it holds,361

then the value of X =
∑i

i∈I H(di||IDc) is computed.362
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Fig. 4: Our proposed authentication phase

In addition, it chooses the random value r2 ∈ {0, 1}λ and computes R2 =363

mk ⊕ r2, Y = X +H(r∗1 ||r2|) mod q,M2 = H(mk||r∗1 ||r2||X|| 3○) and signs364

the parameters σs = Sign(M2|| 3○) using algorithm 1 Semecs.Sig. Finally,365

it sends (Y, σs, R2,M2) to the IoT device c.366

5. When the IoT device c receives message 4○, it computes r∗2 = mk⊕R2, X =367

Y − H(r1||r∗2) mod q and checks if M2 = H(mk||r1||r∗2 ||X|| 3○) holds. If368

this relation holds, it constructs the session key and session identifier as369

SKc = H(mk||r1||r∗2 ||X||TIDc||spks) and SIDc = H( 3○|| 4○) respectively.370

Then, it computes M3 = H(mk||SKc|| 3○|| 4○) and signs the parameter M3371

as σc = Sign(M3|| 4○) using algorithm 1 Semecs.Sig and transmits it to372

the server s. Finally, it updates its pseudo-identity , session counter ctn and373

shared-key as TID
′

c = H(TIDc||r1||r∗2), ctn
′
= ctn+1,mk

′
= H(mk||r1||r∗2).374
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6. After receiving the message 5○, the server s computes the session key and ses-375

sion identifier as SKs = H(mk||r∗1 ||r2||X||TIDc||spks) and SIDs = H( 3○|| 4○)376

respectively. Then, it checks the equality M3 = H(mk||SKc|| 3○|| 4○). If377

this equality holds, it updates client’s pseudo-identity , session counter ctn378

and shared-key in its database as TID
′

c = H(TIDc||||r∗1 ||r2), ctn
′
= ctn +379

1,mk
′
= H(mk||||r∗1 ||r2).380

4.3 Revocation phase381

In case of the compromise or loss of the IoT device of any client with identity IDc382

and pseudo-identity TIDc, the server will remove TIDc, spkc from the database383

and disables the attacker to use the network or sign any messages. Then the client384

IDc chooses new pseudo-identity TIDc and creates signing secret/public key385

ssks/spks using algorithm 1 Semecs.Kg and delivers the updated TIDc, spkc386

to the server in a secure manner. Then it stores the updated TIDc, sskc in the387

new IoT device.388

5 Security analysis389

5.1 Informal analysis390

Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) In our proposed scheme, even if the public391

values R1, R2, spks, T IDc and secret values of both parties X, sskc, ssks,mk
′
=392

h(mk||||r∗1 ||r2) are given to the attacker, based on the one-wayness property of393

hash function, the attacker has no way to obtain the value mk and compute394

r1 = mk ⊕ R1, r2 = mk ⊕ R2 and calculate the previous session keys i.e. SK =395

H(mk||r∗1 ||r2||X||TIDc||spks). Similarly, the nonces r1, r2 are protected with the396

hash function Y = X + h(r1, r2). Therefore, compromise of the dataset items397

(X) doesn’t help the attacker to find r1, r2.398

KCI resilience In the following, we consider two scenarios and show how KCI399

resilience is achieved in both scenarios.400

Scenario I : Server impersonation In the first scenario, A tries to imper-401

sonate the server s to the compromised IoT device c. Here, A has access to the402

secret parameters of the client i.e. Sc = {mk, sskc, T IDc}. A needs to construct403

M2 = H(mk||r1||r2||X|| 3○) and signs the parameters σ = Sign(M2|| 3○) using404

the secret signing key ssks. However, the secret signing key ssks of the server405

isn’t accessible to the attacker.406

Scenario II : client impersonation407

In the second scenario, A tries to impersonate the client c to the compro-408

mised server s. As a result, it holds long-term credentials of the server i.e.409

Ss = {(IDc, T IDc),mk, ssks),D}. Here, we give extra capability to the attacker410

A and assume that it knows the client’s pseudo-identity TIDc and sends it to the411

server s as the first message 1○. After receiving the server’s subset i.e. Is, it gen-412

erates the random number r1 ∈ Z∗
q and computes R1 = mk⊕r1. Then it chooses413
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a random sub-set of indexes Ic and constructs I = Ic
⋃

Is. Finally it sends R1, Ic414

andM1 = H(mk||r1||Ic) to the server as the third message 3○. The server accepts415

message 3○ and responds with message 4○ i.e. R2,M2 = H(mk||r1||r2||X|| 3○).416

A might construct M3 = H(mk||SKc||I||X|| 3○|| 4○) but fails to sign it and re-417

spond σc = Sign(M3|| 4○), as the secret signing key of the client isn’t available418

to the attacker A.419

Anonymity and unlinkability In our proposed scheme, not only the client’s420

real identity is hidden to the attacker, but also the pseudo-identity and the whole421

parameters of every session are changed in each session. Therefore, the attacker422

A has no way to find any link between the sessions or trace the client.423

Revocability In our proposed scheme, each client has a unique identity, pseudo-424

identity, signing secret/public key. If one of the IoT devices is stolen or lost, the425

server can recognize the lost device and stop serving it without changing the426

secrets of the whole network. The revocation mechanism in section 4.3 addresses427

this issue.428

Resistance to privileged inside attack In our proposed scheme, the data-429

items and client’s identities are bound to each other in the X =
∑i

i∈I H(di||IDc)430

value. In addition, each client holds a separate secret signing key which prevents431

other hostile clients to impersonate it. Because it can not sign σc and respond432

message 5○ to the server.433

5.2 Formal proof434

In this section, we formally prove the session key secrecy and perfect forward435

secrecy of our proposed scheme using the Real-Or-Random model proposed by436

Abdalla et al. [20]. Further, we prove the KCI resilience of our proposed scheme437

using the Bellare and Rogaway model [21].438

Participants. Our schemes involve two participants, i.e.: client c and server439

s. The i-th instance of participant I is denoted by Ii. The i-th instance of c and440

the j-th instance of s are represented by Ui and Sj , respectively.441

Queries. Oracle queries represent the interaction between an adversary A442

and the protocol participants. Actually, the adversary capabilities are modelled443

through queries. The following queries are used by A:444

– Execute(ci, sj) : This query captures the passive eavesdropping of a protocol445

which outputs all transmitted messages between ci, sj .446

447

– Send(ci, Start) The initialization of the protocol is denoted by this query.448

449

– Send(Ii,m) : This query simulates an active attacker, A who can forge mes-450

sage m by manipulation, blocking and intercepting. Then, A transmits m to451

instance Ii and receives the response from Ii.452

453
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– Reveal((Ii) : This query models the leakage of the Ii’s session key SK to A.454

455

– Corrupt(Ii) : This query shows that A can compromise either the client if456

Ii = ci or the server if Ii = si. However, it can not compromise both of them457

simultaneously.458

459

– Test (Ii) : This query is used to model the secrecy of the session key generated460

by Ii. After receiving this query, a binary bit b is chosen such that in case461

of b = 0, a random key with the same size as SK is returned to A. If b = 1,462

SK is given to A. This query can be used any time by the attacker not more463

than once.464

Random oracle: All participants including A can call the “cryptographic one-465

way hash function”, H(·), which is modeled as a random oracle, say HO.466

Partnering: Two instances ci and sj are called partners if: (1) ci and sj hold467

the same session identifier (sid), i.e. S
c
id = Ss

id. (2) ci is the partner identifier(pid)468

of sj and vice versa.469

Freshness of instance Ii: An instance Ii is called fresh, if (1) Ii has com-470

pleted an accepted session key. (2) A has used or its partner does not use any471

Reveal((Ii) query. (3) A has used Corrupt(Ii) query no more than once from the472

beginning of the games.473

KCI-Freshness of instance Ii: An instance Ii is called KCI-fresh if at474

the end of the games: (1) Ii has completed an accepted session key. (2) neither475

Reveal((Ii) nor Corrupt(J ̸= I) were performed by the attacker. (3) After is-476

suing Corrupt(I), the attacker can no longer issue query Send((Js,m), wherein477

pid(Js) = I.478

Definition 2. Semantic security of the session key As per ROR model, A479

can break the semantic security of the session key if it can differentiate an actual480

session key from a random key in a given instance. Let AdvKS(A) denote the481

advantage of the A in breaking session key secrecy of our proposed scheme and482

Succ(A) refers to the event that A uses a Test(c) query for some freshly accepted483

instances, and guesses b0 for the bit b that was chosen for the Test(c)-query. we484

have AdvKS(A) = |2Pr[Succ(A)]− 1| = |2Pr[b0 = b]− 1|. Our proposed scheme485

(PS) achieves semantic security of the session key if AdvKS(A) is negligible for486

any PPT attacker.487

Theorem 1. Assume that a polynomial time adversary A attempts to violate488

the semantic security of our proposed scheme (PS). A’s advantage in breaking489

the semantic security of our PS is :490

AdvKS(A) ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

(1)

Where qh and |Hash| denote the number of hash queries and range space of hash491

function H(.) , respectively.492

493
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Proof. Our proof is based four sequential games, say Gi, i ∈ [0− 2].494

– Game G0: This game simulates a real attacker A running in random oracle495

model who has access to all oracles. Thus, we have496

AdvKS(A) = |2Pr[E0]− 1| (2)

– Game G1: This game models a passive attack by A using Execute(ci, sj)497

query. A can intercept transmitted messages on the public channel. As the498

session key is constructed as SK = H(mk||r1||r2||X||TIDc||pks), the at-499

tacker needs to compute X, r1, r2 to evaluate SK. Eavesdropping messages500

1○− 5○ doesn’t help attacker A to this end. Therefore, A has no additional501

advantage for wining this game. As a result:502

Pr[E1] = Pr[E0] (3)

– Game G2: This game models an active attacker who can use send and hash503

queries. The secret parameters of the session key X, r1, r2,mk are stored504

in M2 = H(mk||r1||r2||X|| 3○|| 4○). Using birthday paradox, the maximum505

probability of finding a collision with qh queries is
q
′2
h

2×|H(.)| . Therefore the506

advantage of the attacker in this game compared to the game G1 is:507

|Pr[E2]− Pr[E1]| ≤
q2h

2× |H(.)|
(4)

In order to win the game G2 after execution of the Test query, A needs to508

guess the bit c
′
with maximum probability of 1

2 :509

|Pr[E2]| =
1

2
(5)

Using equations (3) , (4) and (5) we have :510

1

2
.AdvKS(A) = |Pr[E0]−

1

2
| = |Pr[E1]− Pr[E2]| (6)

Therefore:511

AdvKS(A) ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

(7)

Definition 3. Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) in ROR model Let AdvPFS(A)512

denote the advantage of the A in breaking perfect forward key secrecy of our pro-513

posed scheme and Succ(A) refers to the event that A uses a Test(c) query for514

some freshly accepted instances. Then it issues Corrupt(c), Corrupt(s) queries515

and guesses b0 for the bit b that was chosen for the Test(c) query. We have516

AdvPFS(A) = |2Pr[Succ(A)] − 1| = |2Pr[b0 = b] − 1|. Our proposed scheme517

(PS) achieves PFS if AdvPFS
A (t) is negligible for any PPT attacker.518
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Theorem 2. Assume that a polynomial time adversary A attempts to violate519

perfect forward security of our proposed scheme (PS). A’s advantage in breaking520

the PFS of our PS is:521

AdvPFS(A) ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

(8)

Proof. . Our proof is based on previous games, i.e. Gi, i ∈ [0 − 2]. In order to522

model the corruption of the client and server, we use the following game G3, G4:523

Game G3: As an extension to G2, this game uses Corrupt(c) query to sim-524

ulate the stolen IoT device attack with side-channel techniques. Here, the at-525

tacker can obtain mk
′
= h(mk||||r1||r2), however the one-wayness property of526

hash function prevents him to compute mk which is essential to compute r1, r2.527

Therefore, games G3, G2 are identical except for finding collision on mk
′
using528

q
′

h queries. Therefore, using birthday paradox we have:529

|Pr[E3]− Pr[E2]| ≤
q
′

h
2

2× |H(.)|
(9)

GameG4: This game simulates the corruption of the server using Corrupt(s)530

query. Compared to the game G3, the advantage of the attacker is the secret531

data-items of the server. Therefore, the secret value of X can be computed by532

the attacker. However, he can only obtain the hash value of the nonces r1, r2533

with this secret i.e. h(r1, r2) = Y −X, which is not useful to obtain the secret534

keys. Using birthday paradox, the advantage of the attacker is:535

|Pr[E4]− Pr[E3]| ≤
q
′′

h
2

2× |H(.)|
(10)

Winning the game G4, requires A to guess the bit c
′
with maximum probability536

of 1
2 :537

|Pr[E4]| =
1

2
(11)

The advantage of the attacker to violate PFS of our proposed scheme is538

AdvPFS(A) = |2Pr[E0]− 1| (12)

Using triangular inequality on equations (3) , (9-11), we have:539

1

2
.AdvPFS(A) = |Pr[E0]−

1

2
| = |Pr[E1]−Pr[E4]| ≤

q2h
2× |H(.)|

=⇒ AdvPFS(A) ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

(13)
Where q2h = q

′

h
2 + q

′′

h
2.540
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Definition 4. Proveable KCI-security Let AdvKCI
I (A) denote the advantage541

of the A in impersonating the party J ̸= I to the corrupted I participant. Also542

Succ(A) refers to the event that A uses a Test(c) query for some KCI-freshly543

accepted instances Ii, and guesses b0 for the bit b that was used for the Test(c)-544

query. We have AdvKCI
I (A) = |2Pr[Succ(A)]− 1| = |2Pr[b0 = b]− 1|. Our PS545

achieves KCI secrecy against corruption of I if AdvKCI
I (A) is negligible for any546

PPT attacker.547

548

Theorem 3. If AdvKCI
c (A) denotes the advantage of the attacker A in breaking549

KCI secrecy against corruption of I = c and AdvKCI
s (A) represents the advan-550

tage of the attacker A in breaking KCI secrecy against corruption of I = s, we551

have:552

AdvKCI
c (A) = AdvKCI

s (A) = |2Pr[E0]− 1| ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

+ ϵDLP (14)

Proof. . In order to prove theorem 3, we consider two scenarios: corruption of553

the client c and corruption of the server s. Our proof is based on previous games554

G0, G1, G2. In order to model the corruption of the client c in the first scenario555

or corruption of the server s in the second scenario, we use the following game:556

Game G3: This game corresponds to the corruption of the client c through557

Corrupt(c) query in the first scenario or corruption of the server s using Corrupt(s)558

query in the second scenario. In the first scenario, the attacker obtains the se-559

crets of the client c i.e. mk, sskc. Although, it can construct message M2 using560

fake data-items X, it fails to sign message M2, as the secret signing key of the561

server ssks is not leaked to the attacker A. The only way to forge the signature562

of the server is to solve DLP problem with probability ϵDLP to obtain the secret563

signing key from the signing public key. In the second scenario, the attacker564

obtains the secrets of the server s i.e. mk,X, ssks. Although, it can compute565

message M3 = H(mk||SKc||I||X|| 3○|| 4○), but signing this message requires the566

secret signing key of the client which is hidden to the attacker A, unless it solves567

DLP problem with probability ϵDLP .568

Therefore, we have:569

|Pr[E3]− Pr[E2]| ≤ ϵDLP (15)

Based on the games Gi, i ∈ [0 − 3], the advantage of the attacker to violate570

KCI of our proposed scheme in both scenarios AdvKS
c (A), AdvKS

s (A) is:571

AdvKS
c (A) = AdvKS

s (A) = |2Pr[E0]− 1| ≤ q2h
|H(.)|

+ ϵDLP (16)

6 Comparative Summary: Security and performance572

To demonstrate the security and usability of our proposed scheme, we provide a573

comparative measurement on the security, computation and communication cost574
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of recent big-data based schemes (Chan et al. and Liu et al.) and our proposed575

scheme.576

6.1 Security comparison577

In order to perform an objective security comparison, we use the evaluation578

metrics introduced in section 2.3. The comparison results are depicted in Table579

3.580

Chan et al.’s scheme as the first big-data based scheme, only achieves au-581

thentication of the server to the client, but not vice versa. In addition, it’s not582

truly two-factor secure assuming a strong adversary. Other security requirements583

are also not satisfied. On the other hand, Liu et al.’s scheme achieves mutual584

authentication between the server and the IoT device, but their scheme isn’t585

truly two-factor secure and suffers serious vulnerabilities such as KCI attack,586

inside attack and non-revocability assuming a strong attacker. Our proposed587

scheme can achieves all the desired properties assuming a strong attacker who588

can compromise the whole secrets of the server.589

Table 2: Comparison on security requirements in recent big data-based schemes

Big data based
Schemes

Security Requirement Threat
Model

SR1 SR2 SR3 SR4 SR5 SR6 SR7 SR8 SR9

Chan et al. × × × × × × × × ✓ Weak

Liu et al. ✓ ✓ × × × ✓ × ✓ ✓ Weak

Our proposed scheme ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Strong
Note: SR1 : Mutual authentication , SR2 : Key Agreement with Secrecy , SR3 :

Two-factor security , SR4 : Revocability , SR5 : Anonymity and unlinkability , SR6 :
(Perfect) forward secrecy , SR7 : Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) resilience ,
SR8 : Resistance to privileged inside attack, SR9 : Resistance to well-known attacks:

6.2 Computational comparison590

In order to compare the computational costs of our proposed scheme with pre-591

vious relevant schemes, we implement our scheme and report the running time592

of each operation. To make our comparison more accurate, we used Liu et al.’s593

framework which consists of a PC with Intel® Core™ i7-4770 CPU@ 3.4 GHz594

processor with 16 GB RAM as the server and a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ with595

ARM Cortex-A53 @ 1.4 GHz processor and 1 GB RAM as the IoT device. Simi-596

larly, for security levels λ= 128 and λ= 256 , we used the Koblitz curve secp256k1597

and secp521r1, respectively. For the hash function H, we use SHA-256.598

In Tables 4 and 5, we compare the number of different types of computa-599

tions in our scheme compared to previous schemes for the IoT device and server600

respectively.601
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Table 3: Execution time of cryptographic primitives performed by IoT device

IoT device

Modular
Exp

Mult Add PRF
E

PRF
F

Hash
H

Total
(ms)

λ = 128 , Elliptic Curve: secp256k1, Data item size = 0.00005 MB , z=50

Liu et al.’s
scheme

3
(13.6 ms)

2z
(0.16 ms)

2z
(0.03 ms)

1
(0.04 ms)

4z
(0.66 ms)

5
(0.06 ms)

15.09

Our
scheme

2
(9.03 ms)

2
(0.003 ms)

2
(0.0006 ms)

− − 13
(0.15 ms)

9.13

λ = 256 , Elliptic Curve: secp521r1, Data item size = 0.00005 MB , z=50

Liu et al.’s
scheme

3
(81.96 ms)

2z
(0.34)

2z
(0.05 ms)

1
(0.04 ms)

4z
(0.96)

5
(0.12 ms)

84.73

Our
scheme

2
(54.6 ms)

2
(0.006 ms)

2
(0.001 ms)

− − 13
(0.31 ms)

54.91

Our scheme has reduced modular exponentiation operation and multiplica-602

tion for the both the IoT and the server compared to Liu et al.’s scheme which603

causes significant reduction of the execution time. PRF E and PRF F are also604

no longer required. For the IoT device, one third of the execution time is re-605

duced i.e 6 ms and 30 ms for security levels of λ = 128, λ = 256 respectively.606

The execution time of the server is also much reduced i.e 0.3 ms and 4 ms for607

security levels of λ = 128, λ = 256 respectively.608

Table 4: Execution time of cryptographic primitives performed by server
Server

Modular
Exp

Mult Add PRF
E

PRF
F

Hash
H

Total
(ms)

λ = 128 , Elliptic Curve: secp256k1, Data item size = 0.00005 MB , z=50

Liu et al.’s
scheme

3
(1.69 ms)

4z+1
(0.04 ms)

4z-2
(0.01 ms)

1
(0.04 ms)

2z
(0.6 ms)

2z+5
(0.37 ms)

2.44

Our
scheme

2
(1.12 ms)

2
(0.02 ms)

z+2
(0.005 ms)

− − z+7
(0.37 ms)

2.15

λ = 256 , Elliptic Curve: secp521r1, Data item size = 0.00005 MB , z=50

Liu et al.’s
scheme

3
(11.08 ms)

4z+1
(0.09 ms)

4z-2
(0.02 ms)

1
(0.02 ms)

2z
(0.7 ms)

2z+5
(0.73 ms)

12.51

Our
scheme

2
(7.38 ms)

2z+1
(0.04 ms)

2z-2
(0.01 ms)

1
(0.02 ms)

2z
(0.07 ms)

2z+6
(0.73 ms)

8.25
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7 Conclusion609

Using Big-data as a novel authentication factor for IoT was first initiated by610

Chan et al.’s and later improved by Liu et al., who added novel security prop-611

erties such as PFS, KCI and SCI resilience. In this paper, we showed that by612

assuming a real strong attacker, KCI and SCI resilience don’t hold anymore.613

In addition, their scheme suffers inside attack and doesn’t provide revocability.614

Then we proposed our novel authentication scheme which provides PFS, KCI615

resilience, revocability, inside attack resilience in a real attacker setting. Further,616

our performance analysis shows that our scheme has reduced modular exponen-617

tiation operation and multiplication for both the IoT device server compared618

to Liu et al.’s scheme. Therefore, the running time of both IoT device and the619

server is reduced by one third.620
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